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TRAJECTORIES¯ OF¯ DISCRETIZED¯ FAST¯ DYNAMICS¯4HE¯ DISCRETETIME¯ CLOSEDLOOP¯ SYSTEM¯ EXHIBITS
DISCRETETIME¯ SLIDING¯MOTION¯ )T¯MEANS¯ THAT¯ THE¯ TRAJECTORIES¯ OF¯ THE¯ DISCRETETIME¯ CLOSED
LOOP¯SYSTEM¯REACH¯THE¯SLIDING¯MANIFOLD¯ IN¯A¯ FINITE¯NUMBER¯OF¯STEPS¯AND¯STAY¯ON¯IT¯AFTER
THAT¯!LSO¯IT¯IS¯PROVED¯THAT¯CONTROL¯LAW¯IS¯A¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTION¯4HEREFORE¯THE¯CLOSED
LOOP¯ SYSTEM¯ IS¯ CHATTERING¯ FREE¯ 4HE¯ THEORETICALLY¯ OBTAINED¯ RESULTS¯ ARE¯ VERIFIED¯ ON¯ THE
EXAMPLE¯OF¯THE¯NONHOLONOMIC¯INTEGRATOR




#ONTINUOUSTIME¯ VARIABLE¯ STRUCTURE¯ CONTROL¯ SYSTEMS¯ #63#3	¯ HAVE¯ BEEN
EXTENSIVELY¯STUDIED¯IN¯THE¯LITERATURE¯OVER¯THE¯PAST¯FORTY¯YEARS¯[5]¯[20]¯[21]¯4HE
BASIC¯FEATURES¯OF¯#63#3¯ARE¯INVARIANCE¯TO¯PARAMETER¯UNCERTAINTIES¯AND¯EXTERNAL
DISTURBANCES¯ [7]¯ SYSTEM¯ORDER¯ REDUCTION¯HIGHLY¯PREDICTABLE¯BEHAVIOR¯ ETC¯4HE
DESIGN¯METHODOLOGY¯FOR¯SLIDING¯MODE¯CONTROL¯CONSISTS¯TWO¯STEPS¯[21]¯SELECTION¯OF
THE¯ SLIDING¯MANIFOLDS¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ SLIDING¯MOTION¯ EXHIBITS¯ DESIRED¯ PROPERTIES¯ AND
FINDING¯DISCONTINUOUS¯LAW¯THAT¯ENFORCES¯SLIDING¯MODE¯IN¯THE¯INTERSECTIONS¯OF¯THE
SLIDING¯ MANIFOLDS¯ 4HE¯ TECHNIQUES¯ USUALLY¯ USED¯ IN¯ THE¯ SECOND¯ STEP¯ ARE¯ VECTOR
CONTROL¯[21]¯THE¯HIERARCHICAL¯CONTROL¯[20]¯THE¯REACHING¯LAW¯METHOD¯[9]¯ETC¯4O
IMPLEMENT¯ THESE¯ TECHNIQUES¯ ONE¯ OFTEN¯ RESORTS¯ TO¯ SAMPLED¯ DATA¯ SYSTEMS






THEIR¯ EMPHASIS¯ IS¯ ON¯ DISCRETIZATION¯ [10]¯ [15]¯ [17]¯ [18]¯ [26]¯ [27]¯ [28]¯ [25]
4HESE¯APPROACH¯LEAD¯TO¯EXISTENCE¯SOCALLED¯DISCRETIZATION¯CHATTER¯THAT¯MAY¯HAVE
SEVERE¯ EFFECTS¯ ON¯ THE¯ CONTROLLED¯ SYSTEM¯ !NOTHER¯ LINE¯ OF¯ RESEARCH¯ PURSUES¯ THE
METHOD¯OF¯EQUIVALENT¯CONTROL¯AND¯BASED¯ON¯,YAPUNOV¯STABILITY¯THEORY¯ANALYZES
NEW¯CONTROL¯ALGORITHMS¯[1]¯[3]¯[8]¯[13]¯[19]¯[23]
7E¯ PROPOSE¯ A¯ NEW¯ METHOD¯ FOR¯ DISCRETIZATION¯ OF¯ #63#3¯ 4HE¯ PROPOSED
METHOD¯ CONSISTS¯ TWO¯ STEPS¯ )N¯ THE¯ FIRST¯ STEP¯ THE¯ MOTION¯ PROJECTED¯ ON¯ SLIDING
MANIFOLD¯ IS¯ DISCRETIZED¯ BY¯MEANS¯ OF¯ BACKWARD¯%ULER¯ TIMESTEP¯METHOD¯ )N¯ THE
SECOND¯ STEP¯ THE¯ SAMPLED¯ AND¯ HOLD¯ CONTROL¯ LAW¯ IS¯ DETERMINED¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ THE
TRAJECTORIES¯ OF¯ THE¯ DISCRETETIME¯ CLOSED¯ LOOP¯ SYSTEM¯ PROJECTED¯ ON¯ THE¯ SLIDING
MANIFOLD¯ COINCIDE¯ WITH¯ THE¯ TRAJECTORIES¯ OF¯ DISCRETIZED¯ FAST¯ DYNAMICS¯ 4HE
EQUATIONS¯ DESCRIBING¯ DISCRETIZED¯ FAST¯ DYNAMICS¯ ARE¯ GIVEN¯ IN¯ AN¯ IMPLICIT¯ FORM
4HEY¯ARE¯ANALYZED¯EXISTENCE¯AND¯UNIQUENESS¯OF¯SOLUTION¯AS¯WELL¯AS¯CONTINUITY	
BY¯MEANS¯ OF¯ LINEAR¯ COMPLEMENTARITY¯ THEORY¯ [4]¯ [14]¯ [16]¯ [24]¯ 4HE¯ OBTAINED
DISCRETIZED¯ FAST¯ SUBSYSTEM¯EXHIBITS¯DISCRETETIME¯ SLIDING¯MOTION¯ IN¯ THE¯ SENSE¯OF
DEFINITION¯GIVEN¯IN¯[6]¯4HE¯CONTROL¯LAW¯IS¯A¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTION¯4HEREFORE¯THE




OF¯ THE¯ SYSTEM¯ CONSIDERED¯ IN¯ THIS¯ PAPER¯ IS¯ DESCRIBED¯ IN¯ THE¯ SECTION¯ THREE¯ 4HE
DISCRETIZATION¯ OF¯ THE¯ MOTION¯ PROJECTED¯ ON¯ THE¯ SLIDING¯ MANIFOLD¯ AS¯ WELL¯ AS¯ THE
DETERMINING¯ OF¯ CONTROL¯ LAW¯ IS¯ PRESENTED¯ IN¯ THE¯ SECTION¯ FOUR¯ 3OME¯ FEATURES¯ OF
OBTAINED¯CONTROL¯LAW¯ARE¯ANALYZED¯IN¯THE¯SECTION¯FIVE¯4HE¯THEORETICALLY¯OBTAINED
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OR¯ SHOW¯ THAT¯ NO¯ SUCH¯ VECTOR¯ EXISTS¯ )N¯ THIS¯ DEFINITION¯ INEQUALITIES¯ SHOULD¯ BE
CONSIDER¯TO¯HOLD¯COMPONENT¯WISE¯EG¯ pW ¯MEANS¯  
I
W I Mp  
7E¯INTRODUCE¯SOME¯FURTHER¯DEFINITIONS¯AND¯RECALL¯SOME¯RESULTS¯CONCERNING¯,#0 
$EFINITION¯ ¯,ET¯ M Mq }- ¯ &OR¯ INDEX¯ SETS¯ \ ^MI ¯ \ ^MJ
THE¯SUB¯MATRIX¯-
IJ
¯OF¯- ¯ IS¯ THE¯MATRIX¯WHOSE¯ENTRIES¯ LIE¯ IN¯ THE¯ ROWS¯OF¯-
INDEXED¯BY¯ I ¯AND¯THE¯COLUMNS¯OF¯- ¯INDEXED¯BY¯J 
$EFINITION¯¯’IVEN¯A¯MATRIX¯ M Mq }- ¯AND¯TWO¯NONEMPTY¯SUBSETS¯ I ¯AND¯J
OF¯ \ ^M ¯ WITH¯ THE¯ SAME¯ CARDINALITY¯ THE¯ 	 
I J MINOR¯ OF¯ - IS¯ THE
DETERMINANT¯ OF¯ THE¯ SQUARE¯ SUB¯ MATRIX¯-
IJ
¯ 4HE¯ PRINCIPAL¯ MINORS¯ ARE¯ THOSE
WITH I J 





4HEOREM¯ ¯ [14]	¯ 3UPPOSE¯ THAT¯ A¯ MATRIX¯ M Mq }. ¯ IS¯ A¯ 0MATRIX¯ 4HEN
	 
















R ¯REPRESENTS¯THE¯ FIRST¯M¯COMPONENTS¯OF¯THE¯VECTOR¯ R ¯AND¯

R ¯ REPRESENTS
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4HE¯ RELATION¯ 	¯ IMPLIES¯ THAT¯ H H   ¯ AND¯ S S   ¯ )F¯ H ¯ AND¯ S ¯ ARE
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)T¯ IS¯ POSSIBLE¯ TO¯ PROVE¯ THAT¯ IF¯ THE¯ RELATION¯ 	¯ IS¯ SATISFIED¯   H H S S    ¯ ARE







 X F X ’ X U&  	
4HE¯ STATE¯ VECTOR¯X¯ BELONGS¯ TO¯ AN¯ NDIMENSIONAL¯ DIFFERENTIABLE¯MANIFOLD¯X
4HE¯VECTOR¯F¯AND¯THE¯MATRIX¯’¯ARE¯SMOOTH¯MAPPINGS¯ON¯X¯U¯IS¯CONTROL¯SIGNAL
AND¯ M }U ¯ 4HE¯ CONTROL¯ OBJECTIVE¯ IS¯ TO¯ STEER¯ THE¯ TRAJECTORY¯ OF¯ 	¯ TO¯ NM
DIMENSIONAL¯MANIFOLD¯S¯DEFINED¯BY
	 
\ ^  IS I M  X XS X  	
IN¯ FINITE¯ TIME¯ FOR¯ EVERY¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯
O
X X ¯ (ERE¯ 	 
 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4HE¯ CONDITION¯ 	¯ USUAL¯ CONDITION¯ FOR¯ 63#3	¯ ENSURES¯ THAT¯ THE¯ SYSTEM¯ 	
TOGETHER¯WITH¯THE¯OUTPUT¯ 	 
Y S X ¯IS¯STRONGLY¯INPUTOUTPUT¯DECOUPLED¯!LSO¯THIS
CONDITION¯ GUARANTEES¯ THAT¯ THE¯ MOTION¯ OF¯ THE¯ SYSTEM¯ 	¯ ALONG¯ THE¯ SLIDING
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%U X 5 X ¯ ARE
CHOSEN¯SUCH¯THAT¯ 	 
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 S S D X $ X S  	
(ERE¯ 
K K
S X ¯ STANDS¯ FOR¯ THE¯ VALUE¯ OF¯ S X ¯ IN¯ THE¯MOMENT¯ K4 ¯ AND¯ THE¯ POSITIVE
NUMBER¯4 ¯STANDS¯FOR¯THE¯SAMPLING¯PERIOD¯.OTE¯THAT¯THIS¯DISCRETIZATION¯SCHEME
FOR¯THE¯SINGLE¯INPUT¯SYSTEMS¯IS¯PROPOSED¯IN¯;=¯"Y¯OBSERVING¯THE¯EQUATION¯	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S
S $ X D X $ X S  	
4HE¯MATRIX¯ 	 
$ X ¯IS¯INVERTIBLE¯MATRIX¯  X X ¯SINCE¯THE¯RELATION¯	¯IS¯SATISFIED
AND¯THE¯MATRIX¯ 	 
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REDUCED¯ ON¯ THE¯ SOLVING¯ 	 
,#0 Q - ¯ WHERE¯ Q AND¯ - ¯ ARE¯ GIVEN¯ BY¯ 	¯ AND
VECTOR¯ R ¯ SATISFIES¯ THE¯ RELATION¯ 4
 
R R ¯ .OTICE¯ THAT¯ IF¯ THERE¯ IS¯ A¯ SOLUTION¯ OF
	 
,#0 Q - ¯ THEN¯ IT¯ ALSO¯ SATISFIES¯ THE¯ CONDITION¯

   ‚W W 	¯ 3INCE¯ THE
MATRIX¯ 	 
$ X ¯ SATISFIES¯ THE¯ CONDITION¯ 	¯ IT¯ IS¯ A¯0MATRIX¯  X X ¯ )T¯MEANS
THAT¯THE¯MATRIX¯. ¯IS¯A¯0MATRIX¯AND¯ 	 




B	¯ &URTHERMORE¯ BY¯ USING¯ THE¯ RELATION¯ 	¯ WE¯ CAN¯ DETERMINE¯ THE¯ VALUE¯ OF
 K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,#0 Q - ¯ CAN¯BE¯PRACTICALLY¯ SOLVED¯BY¯USING¯ THE¯PIVOTING¯METHOD¯OR¯ THE
ITERATIVE¯TECHNIQUES¯(OWEVER¯ FOR¯THE¯SCALAR¯CASE¯ M  ¯ IT¯ IS¯POSSIBLE¯ TO¯ FIND
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 X X  	
(ERE¯ 	 
D X ¯AND¯ 	 
$ X ¯ARE¯SCALARS¯ 	 
$ X ¯IS¯A¯0MATRIX¯WHICH¯MEANS¯THAT¯ 	 
$ X


















DETERMINED¯ FROM¯ 	¯ AS¯ 	 
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4HE¯SAME¯SOLUTION¯CAN¯BE¯ALSO¯ FOUND¯ FROM¯THE¯EQUATION¯ 	¯AS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯ [16]
4HE¯MAPPING¯ 	 
 S 4K X ¯ FOR¯ SOME¯ SPECIFIC¯ FORMS¯ OF¯ 	 
D X AND¯ 	 
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S 4K X
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4 4 4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 3TABILITY¯IN¯FINITE¯TIME¯AND¯CONTINUITY
)N¯ THIS¯ SECTION¯ SOME¯ ASYMPTOTICALLY¯ PROPERTIES¯ OF¯ THE¯ CLOSEDLOOP¯ SYSTEM
DESCRIBED¯BY¯	¯	¯AND¯	¯ARE¯ANALYZED¯!LSO¯THE¯NATURE¯OF¯THE¯MAPPING¯ ’
IS¯INVESTIGATED¯4HE¯OBTAINED¯RESULTS¯ARE¯SUMMARIZED¯IN¯THE¯NEXT¯TWO¯THEOREMS




X X ¯ THE¯POINT¯ X ¯ REACHES¯ THE
MANIFOLD¯S ¯IN¯A¯FINITE¯NUMBER¯OF¯STEPS¯AND¯STAYS¯ON¯IT¯AFTER¯THAT
0ROOF¯4HE¯MOTION¯PROJECTION¯OF¯THE¯CLOSEDLOOP¯SYSTEM¯	¯	¯AND¯	¯ON¯THE
MANIFOLD¯ S ¯ IS¯ GIVEN¯BY¯ THE¯ EQUATION¯ 	¯&IRSTLY¯ LET¯ CONSIDER¯ THE¯ CASE¯WHEN
K
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S S ¯THEN¯THERE¯ IS¯AT¯ LEAST¯ONE¯COMPONENT¯OF¯THE¯VECTOR
K






S ¯ IS¯ o ¯(ENCE¯BY¯USING¯THE¯CONDITION¯	¯THE¯SECOND¯RAW¯OF¯	¯ IS
SMALLER¯THEN¯
O
4 M ¯ )T¯MEANS¯THAT¯
OK











K + p S S  ¯

.EXT¯THEOREM¯ANALYZES¯THE¯CONTINUITY¯OF¯THE¯MAPPING¯’ ¯)T¯IS¯PROVED¯THAT¯’ ¯IS
A¯ CONTINUOUS¯ MAPPING¯ IN¯ RESPECT¯ TO¯  4X S ¯ #ONTINUITY¯ OF¯ THE¯ MAPPING¯ ’
IMPLIES¯ ALSO¯ THE¯ CONTINUITY¯ OF¯ THE¯ MAPPING¯ 2 ¯ THEREFORE¯ THE¯ CONTROL¯ LAW¯ IS
CONTINUOUS¯ FUNCTION¯ IN¯ RESPECT¯ TO¯  4X S ¯ (ENCE¯ THE¯ CONTROL¯ LAW¯ DOES¯ NOT
GENERATE¯DISCRETIZATION¯CHATTER
4HEOREM¯¯4HE¯MAPPING¯’ ¯IS¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTION¯IN¯RESPECT¯TO¯  4X S 
0ROOF¯4HE¯SKETCH¯OF¯THE¯PROOF¯IS¯GIVEN¯ONLY
• )F¯WE¯PROVE¯THAT¯THE¯SOLUTION¯OF¯ 	 
,#0 Q - ¯IS¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTION¯IN¯RESPECT
TO¯ Q ¯ AND¯ - ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ MAPPING¯ ’ ¯ IS¯ CONTINUOUS¯ FUNCTION¯ IN¯ RESPECT¯ TO
 4X S ¯SINCE¯Q ¯AND¯- ¯ARE¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTIONS¯IN¯RESPECT¯TO¯  4X S 
• 3UPPOSE¯ THAT¯ THE¯ SOLUTION¯OF¯ 	 












F ¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ 
  I I p F   dR R ¯ (ERE¯ 




,#0 Q - ¯AND¯ 	 
,#0 I IQ - ¯RESPECTIVELY
• )T¯CAN¯BE¯PROVED¯THAT¯ 	 




• 4HE¯FACT¯THAT¯ 	 
,#0 - ¯HAS¯ONLY¯ONE¯TRIVIAL¯SOLUTION¯CAN¯HELP¯US¯TO¯PROVE






R ¯ IS¯ BOUNDED¯ SEQUENCE¯ 4HEREFORE¯ THERE¯ IS¯ A
SUBSEQUENCE¯ 	 
\ ^ 	 
\ ^
 




Q - Q - ¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ SOLUTION¯ OF
	 





 LIM J JI I
Jld
Q - Q - ¯THEN¯ 	 

 
,#0 Q - ¯HAS¯TWO¯DIFFERENT¯SOLUTION¯ 
R R 
4HIS¯IS¯THE¯CONTRADICTION¯THEREFORE¯THE¯SOLUTION¯OF¯ 	 
,#0 Q - ¯IS¯CONTINUOUS




+ ¯SUCH¯THAT¯ 	 

O




T T + 4 pS ¯)F¯THE¯MOTION¯OF¯THE¯CLOSEDLOOP¯SYSTEM¯	¯(8)¯ON




T 4 T + 4b I pS 

 %XAMPLE
4HE¯ FOLLOWING¯ EXAMPLE¯ IS¯ TAKEN¯ FROM¯ [2, 24]¯ )T¯ REPRESENTS¯ THE¯MODEL¯ OF¯ NON
HOLONOMIC¯INTEGRATOR¯4O¯INDICATE¯THE¯PHYSICAL¯SIGNIFICANCE¯OF¯THIS¯SYSTEM¯IT¯CAN
BE¯SHOWN¯THAT¯ANY¯NONHOLONOMIC¯MECHANICAL¯SYSTEM¯WITH¯THREE¯STATES¯AND¯TWO
INPUTS¯ CAN¯ BE¯ CONVERTED¯ IN¯ THIS¯ FORM¯ 4HIS¯ SYSTEM¯ IS¯ THE¯ PROTOTYPE¯ OF¯ A
























U X Y Z
V Y X Z
 B  C
 B  C
B C 
	
STABILIZES¯ SYSTEM¯ 	¯ FOR¯ EVERY¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯ THAT¯ SATISFIES¯ THE¯ FOLLOWING
CONDITION
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 B p  
)F¯THE¯PARAMETERS¯ 4B ¯ARE¯CHOSEN¯SUCH¯THAT
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X Y ¯EXPONENTIALLY¯TENDS¯TO¯ZERO¯THEN¯ 	 
Z T
BECOMES¯ZERO¯ IN¯ FINITE¯ TIME¯AND¯ 	 
 	 
X T Y T ¯ASYMPTOTICALLY¯ TEND¯TO¯ ZERO¯ )N¯ THIS
WAY¯BY¯CHOOSING¯ THE¯APPROPRIATE¯VALUES¯OF¯ THE¯PARAMETERS¯  4B C ¯ THE¯ SYSTEM
	¯CAN¯BE¯ STABILIZE¯ FOR¯ LARGER¯AREA¯OF¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITIONS¯ THEN¯ONE¯OBTAINED¯BY
APPLYING¯THE¯CONTROL¯LAW¯	
4O¯CHECK¯PREVIOUS¯OBTAINED¯RESULTS¯NUMERICAL¯SIMULATION¯IS¯CARRIED¯OUT¯4HE
PARAMETERS¯ B C ¯ARE¯¯RESPECTIVELY¯4HE¯SAMPLING¯PERIOD¯4 ¯HAS¯TO¯BELONG¯TO
THE¯ INTERVAL¯ 	 
 	 
 B  ¯ THE¯ EQUATION¯ 		¯ 4HE¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯ IS
4
    fl¡ °¢ – ¯ &OR¯ THIS¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯ THE¯ SYSTEM¯ 	¯ IS¯ STABILIZED¯ FOR¯ EVERY
	 
4  ¯ 4HE¯ NUMERICAL¯ SIMULATION¯ IS¯ PERFORMED¯ FOR¯ THREE¯ VALUES¯ OF¯ THE
SAMPLING¯PERIOD¯ \ ^4  ¯4HE¯RESULTS¯OF¯ THE¯NUMERICAL¯ SIMULATION
ARE¯GIVEN¯IN¯&IGURE¯¯TO¯&IGURE¯
































































)N¯&IGURE¯¯ IT¯CAN¯BE¯SEEN¯THAT¯THE¯SLIDING¯MANIFOLD¯ Z  ¯ IS¯ REACHED¯ IN¯ FINITE
TIME¯FOR¯ALL¯THREE¯VALUES¯OF¯THE¯SAMPLING¯PERIOD¯4 ¯/NE¯CAN¯SEE¯FROM¯&IGURE¯
THAT¯ THE¯ FUNCTION¯ 	 
6 T ¯ ASYMPTOTICALLY¯ TENDS¯ TO¯ ZERO¯ 4HEREFORE¯ SYSTEM¯ IS
STABILIZED¯&IGURE¯¯&IGURE¯¯PLOT¯ THE¯ CONTROLS¯ SIGNALS¯ 	 
 	 
U T V T ¯ FOR¯ THE¯ THREE
VALUES¯OF¯THE¯SAMPLING¯PERIOD¯4HE¯CONTROL¯SIGNALS¯DO¯NOT¯CONTAIN¯HIGHFREQUENCY
SIGNAL¯)N¯OTHER¯WORDS¯THE¯CONTROLLED¯SYSTEM¯IS¯CHATTERING¯FREE
.OW¯ THE¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯ IS¯
4
    fl¡ °¢ – ¯ 4HE¯ PARAMETERS¯ B C ¯ ARE¯ CHOSEN¯ AS
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¯4HEREFORE¯THE¯CONTROL¯LAW¯	¯CANNOT¯STABILIZE

THE¯ SYSTEM¯ 	¯ FOR¯ THIS¯ INITIAL¯ CONDITION¯ )T¯ IS¯ CHOSEN¯ THAT¯


4  ¯ )T¯ IMPLIES
THAT¯ A p ¯4HE¯SIMULATION¯RESULTS¯ARE¯SHOWN¯IN¯&IGURE¯¯TO¯&IGURE¯







































































STEPS¯THREE¯STEPS	¯3INCE¯ A  ¯THEN¯
K
6 ¯IS¯INCREASING¯FUNCTION¯IN¯TWO¯FIRST¯STEPS









U T V T ¯RESPECTIVELY
 #ONCLUSION
)N¯THIS¯PAPER¯A¯NEW¯METHOD¯FOR¯DISCRETIZATION¯OF¯#6363¯HAS¯BEEN¯PROPOSED¯4HE
APPROACH¯ IS¯BASED¯ ON¯ THE¯ LINEAR¯ COMPLEMENTARITY¯ THEORY¯ AND¯ OBTAINED¯ CONTROL
LAW¯IS¯SUCH¯THAT¯CLOSED¯LOOP¯SYSTEM¯EXHIBITS¯DISCRETETIME¯SLIDING¯MOTION¯IN¯THE
SENSE¯ OF¯ THE¯ DEFINITION¯ GIVEN¯ BY¯ $RAKUNOV¯ AND¯ 5TKIN¯ [6]¯ &URTHERMORE¯ THE
CONTROL¯LAW¯IS¯CONTINUOUS¯FUNCTION¯IN¯RESPECT¯TO¯VARIABLES¯  4X S ¯THEREFORE¯IT¯DOES
NOT¯GENERATE¯DISRETIZATION¯CHATTER¯4HE¯OBTAINED¯SIMULATION¯RESULTS¯GIVEN¯IN¯THE
SECTION¯¯SUPPORT¯THEORY¯DEVELOPED¯IN¯THE¯SECTIONS¯FOUR¯AND¯FIVE










TU ¯WHEN¯ 4 l ¯4HIS¯WILL¯BE¯ONE¯OF¯NEXT¯DIRECTION¯OF¯OUR¯RESEARCH
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